
Book Commercial 

Reading is fun especially when you find the right book! Sometimes, it is hard to 

find the right book based off the cover and the blurb (what is written on the back 

of the book). Therefore, you are going to help your classmates find the RIGHT 

book. 

You will create a commercial about a book of your choice. The book will have to be 

about a book YOU have previously read. Your goal is to Inspire, Persuade, and 

Tempt the audience to read your book.  

Use the device of your choice i.e. cellphone, tablet, laptop. You will need to make 

sure you have a video camera and you will need video software such as Movie Maker 

or iMovie. 

 

The following is the list of REQUIREMENTS: 

 The book of choice is a chapter book. 

 The audience need to see the book at least once during the 

commercial. 

 The author of the book needs to be mentioned at least once. 

 The plot of the book is given….but do not reveal anything of great 

importance! Make the audience WANT to read the book. 

 Tell the audience why they should read the book.  

 Tell where the audience can find the book:  School library, store, 

app, etc.  

 Time: 30 seconds minimum and maximum 

Be creative. You can use any prop you think would be good to enhance the 

commercial; Go Pro, selfie sticks, costumes, posters, etc. 

Watch some commercials on TV and listen to the voices. How did the voice of the 

announcer make you feel for the product?   

When you have completed your commercial and finished the editing you will need to 

upload it to YOUR Google Drive. Then you will need to SHARE it to me. 

 

Project is due in ONE WEEK. 



Book Commercial Lesson Plan 

 

Objective:   

Students will be able to create a video using their technological device of choice; edit the video 
with editing software to make the video appear like a commercial; upload their video to a 
Google Drive and share to another Google Drive. 

 

Materials Needed: 

 Electronic device with video camera 
 Movie making software or Application   
 Book 
 

Optional Materials: 

 Paper 
 Markers 
 Poster board 
 Go Pro 
 Selfie Stick 
 Costumes 
 Props 
 

Activities: 

 Teacher:      Student: 
 Show a video of a commercial    Watch video 
 Handout Project Sheet     Read over Project Sheet 
 Discuss Project Sheet     Ask questions/give comments 
  

Evaluation:  

 A rubric will be used to assess the students. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Name: 

Book Commercial Rubric 

       

Yes   No 

Chapter book selected    10 points _________________ 

Book was seen     10 points _________________  

Author Mentioned     10 points _________________  

Book Plot was given     15 points _________________  

Why someone should read the book  15 points _________________   

Commercial had a clear beginning and end 15points _________________  

Commercial was 30 seconds   15 points _________________  

Submission was on time    5 points _________________  

Announcer was clearly understood  5 points       _________________ 

(no mumbling, variations of tone were used)  

      

       

       

       

Total Grade:        ___________________ 

       

Comments:       


